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WINTER ATLAS BASICS
The Rhode Island Bird Atlas 2.0 will also include a Winter Atlas that will summarize the
distribution and abundance of birds in each block from 1 December to 1 February. Atlasing in
winter is slightly different from the breeding season because no behavioral data will be
collected. Volunteers just need to record the number of individuals for each species they detect
in their block during the winter period. The Winter Atlas “window” begins on December 1 and
ends on February 1. All field cards should be mailed to the project coordinator no later than
March 1st.
No one should enter private land unless they are certain that they have permission to do so.
Please see the Breeding Atlas Handbook for more information on entering private property.
Guidelines for winter atlasing:
I.

Completing your Block

The following guidelines have been established to standardize data collection for the Winter
Atlas:
A block will be considered complete when the following has occurred:
You have created and surveyed a CBC-style route within your block that maximizes
coverage. The primary goal of the Winter Atlas is full coverage of the state. Variability in the
distribution of birds is greater during the winter than it is during the breeding season when
individuals are holding and defending territories. You should strive to visit all areas of your
block in an effort to find as many species as possible. Along with submitting the master field
card at the end of each season, block coordinators will also submit a block map with the
routes taken by volunteers indicated. Printable block maps can be found on the “Map Zone”
page of the website (ribirdatlas.com). While exact routes are not necessary, try to
remember the approximate routes traveled within your block. This will aid us in
determining the amount of coverage that has occurred. Please note that you MUST obtain
permission from private landowners before entering private property to atlas. You may
use the landowner letter (available on the website) to inform landowners of the project if
you wish to survey private property. Creating a single comprehensive route within your
block will prevent double-counting birds and will increase coverage.
You may atlas your entire route in a single-day (similar to a Christmas Bird Count), or you
may complete your route over a number of days within the Winter Atlas window (Dec.1 –
Feb.1). For blocks that are atlased over multiple days, coordinators should submit a Block
Summary Card (see appendix) in addition to the master field card. Blocks with complex
habitats may take hours to complete and your effort will be best spread over the winter
period. Other blocks with a small terrestrial component may be altased within an hour or
two. If you choose blocks such as these, consider completing >1 block in a single year.
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Unlike the Breeding Atlas, you should plan on completing your block within a single season.
Subsequent years can be spent atlasing new blocks in an attempt to get all blocks surveyed
in the state or you may choose to atlas your block(s) again. If you re-visit your block in
subsequent years, be sure to survey along the same routes! This will allow for us to control
for spatial variability between years in our analyses. Multiple years of repeated coverage
within your block will help determine the annual variability in bird assemblages.
II.

Estimating Abundance

While most of the birds you detect during your breeding season surveys will alert you to their
presence by vocalizing, few wintering species will do the same. It is important that you spend
time looking for birds moving quietly through your block during the winter. Listen for contact
calls and watch for mixed species flocks. You will be reporting the total number of individuals of
each species you detect during your atlas trips. It is important that you take as much care as
possible to avoid double-counting birds. Spend time with mixed species flocks until you have a
good idea of the total size of the flock before you start counting individuals. When you find
aggregations of birds that are far away (such as wintering waterfowl) a spotting scope is
essential to obtaining an accurate count. Individuals atlasing in blocks with a significant amount
of open water should plan on having a spotting scope available.
III. Feeder Birding
The Winter Atlas seeks to record the abundance and distribution of birds wintering within the
state. It is tempting to spend a disproportionate amount of time watching feeder birds during
the winter months because bird feeders attract lots of activity. But, by concentrating your effort
at a stationary bird feeder you are more likely to bias your species count and you are not
accounting for the spatial variability of birds within your block. Birds do not stay at a single
feeder for long periods of time. Instead, they routinely visit feeders in intervals. This makes
identifying and counting individual birds very difficult. Since a backyard feeder is not
representative of all habitat types within a block, species lists derived from feeder watching are
often biased towards species that have acclimated to human environments.
We do not want to discourage feeder watching for the Winter Atlas, however we do ask that all
birding that takes place at feeders be reported separately on the Winter Feeder Field Card (see
appendix). This will allow us to separate data during analysis to avoid biasing our results.
IV. Recording your Effort
There are two forms of effort that need to be reported for the RIBA2.0. Both are important to
the success of the project and it is essential that you keep up-to-date records of your time
atlasing and are punctual with your effort reporting.
Effort Type I
In order to standardize the amount of effort that is spent looking for birds in each block during
the winter, it is imperative that we understand how much time was spent looking for birds. It is
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extremely important that you keep track of the amount of time that you spend atlasing. For the
analysis of project data, we will need to know the likelihood that undetected species may have
been found in a block if more effort was expended. This information will be submitted with the
field card and will be a central part of the analyses. This block-level effort will be reported by
the block coordinator at the end of each field season. It is the block coordinator’s duty to
compile the total number of party-hours and foot and car miles and hours that were spent
within their block(s) looking for birds. He/She will need to coordinate the collection of effort
data from the other atlasers in the block and submit a summary to the project coordinator.
Effort for the atlas will be recorded in the same manner as Christmas Bird Counts count partyhours. Single observers or groups working together will count as single hours. Groups that have
separated within the block will each count their hours individually. For example, four observers
walking together in a block for three hours will enter only three hours of effort; three observers
walking together for three hours and a fourth walking alone for three hours would accumulate
six party hours (three for the party of three and three for the party of one).
Effort Type II
It is also very important that we account for all volunteer effort expended with the atlas to
demonstrate volunteer match support for grants. Each individual volunteer will be responsible
for submitting a monthly effort card to the project coordinator. These effort cards will be
comprehensive and in addition to reporting the total hours spent atlasing a block, volunteers
should account for their mileage and time spent driving. Each time you visit a block you should
record this information on the separate Volunteer Effort Card (see appendix). Ink should be
used to fill in your information and you will send the forms once a month to the project
coordinator.
V.

Submitting Data

As with the Breeding Atlas, block coordinators will be responsible for compiling and
submitting an accurate master field card for their block(s) to the project coordinator at the end
of the season. Only one field card will be submitted for each block with the species summary. If
you are the only individual atlasing your block, the submission of the field card will be
straightforward. However, if you are the coordinator of a block that has numerous volunteers
you will be responsible for coordinating the collection of field cards and compiling and
submitting a single field card.
Field Cards can be mailed to the project coordinator no later than March 1st of each year (It is
highly recommended that you make copies of all of your field cards before mailing them!).
Alternatively, field cards can be scanned and emailed to the project coordinator or handed in
directly during a season-end mixer. Volunteer Effort Cards MUST be mailed in as we require the
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original copy filled in with ink. After your cards are received, the coordinator will review your
records and enter them into the project database. Since no winter data were collected during
the first atlas, the project coordinator and directors will review your species list and survey
route and determine if the block is complete. The decision will largely be made by analyzing the
habitat types within your block and the associated species that would be expected during a
survey of those habitats in the winter. If it is determined that you have satisfactorily surveyed
your block, the project coordinator will contact you and you will be given the opportunity to
begin atlasing a new block.
Mail Field Cards to the project coordinator at:
Dr. Charles Clarkson
RI Atlas Project Coordinator
1 Greenhouse Rd., Coastal Institute
Dept. of Natural Resources Science
University of Rhode Island
Kingston, RI 02881
434.466.3650
clarksonce@uri.edu

ADDITIONAL EFFORTS
I.

Incidental Observations (Incidental Observation Form)

During the atlas you are encouraged to pay attention to all birds you encounter, not just those
found in your block. If you come across species outside of your block, report them on the
Incidental Observation Form (see appendix) and they will be added to the Winter Atlas dataset.
For each observation, please note the species, number of individuals, date, and block number.
These forms will be mailed to the Project Coordinator no later than March 1st of each year.
Unlike the Winter Field Card, each volunteer is responsible for submitting their own form to the
project coordinator.

MISCELLANEOUS
I.

Field Supply Checklist

It is recommended that you carry the following supplies with you when atlasing:


Volunteer Handbook
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Field Cards
Map(s) of your block
Landowner Letter(s)
Water
Spotting Scope
Extra warm clothing
Appropriate footwear (waterproof hiking boots, sturdy sneakers)
Volunteer Vehicle Sign (can be downloaded and printed from the website)
Field Guide (Bird ID materials)
Camera to document birds, habitats, etc

II.

Navigating the Website

To assist you with your atlas efforts, a great deal of resources are available on the atlas website:
RIBIRDATLAS.COM
The website is the fastest and most convenient way to get into contact with the Project
Coordinator.
Static and interactive maps of each block, species lists from the first Rhode Island Breeding Bird
Atlas and electronic copies of all field cards can be found on the website.
The website also contains a large number of resources that can be used to increase your
knowledge of birds. From online field guides to bird quizzes, it is highly recommended that you
utilize these free resources to aid in your atlasing effort.
III. Atlas Ethics
Please refer to the Breeding Atlas Handbook for a full explanation of birding ethics.
If you have questions or issues about situations regarding the ethics of atlasing, contact
the project coordinator.
IV. Newsletters and Publications
Throughout the life of the atlas, periodic newsletters and emails will be sent to all volunteers.
Check the “News” link on the website for frequent updates as well. Please feel free to submit
stories and pictures from your atlasing efforts to the coordinator for inclusion in these mailings.
Individuals interested in having their photos printed in the final atlas may also submit their
work to the atlas coordinator (high resolution photos only).
Be sure to follow the guidelines for atlas ethics when photographing birds.
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V.

Contact

The Rhode Island Winter Atlas is a large project involving many people, most of whom are
volunteers. When you need assistance, please contact the project coordinator. The most
expeditious method of contact is through the “Contact” link on the website (ribirdatlas.com).

At the end of the Winter Atlas season, mail all field cards and Incidental Observation Forms
to:
Dr. Charles Clarkson
RI Atlas Project Coordinator
1 Greenhouse Rd, Coastal Institute
Dept. of Natural Resources Science
University of Rhode Island
Kingston, RI 02881
(434) 466-3650
clarksonce@uri.edu
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Rhode Island Bird Atlas 2.0 Winter Field Card
Block Coordinator: __________________

Year: ___________

Block:______

Other Observers:___________________________________________________
DATE

SPECIES

TOTAL #

DATE

SPECIES

TOTAL #

DATE

SPECIES

TOTAL #

DATE

SPECIES

TOTAL #

Effort:
Date

Total Party
Hours

Foot
Hours

Foot
Miles

Car
Hours

Car
Miles

Rhode Island Bird Atlas 2.0 Winter Block Summary Card
Block Coordinator:_________________ Year: _________ Block: _____
Species

Total

Species

Total

Species

Total

Species

Total

Rhode Island Bird Atlas 2.0 Volunteer Effort Card

VOLUNTEER:

PROJECT SUPERVISOR:

PRINT NAME ______________________ PRINT NAME __________________

Date_____________

SIGNATURE _______________________ SIGNATURE ___________________

***ALL ATLASERS MUST SUBMIT AN EFFORT CARD INDIVIDUALLY. PLEASE USE INK***

DATE
(mm/dd/yy)

TOTAL

Mileage
round-trip
(Drivers only)

Travel Time
Round-Trip (all
altasers

Time IN
(on-site)

Time OUT
(on-site)

Official Use Only
(Total Time)

Rhode Island Bird Atlas 2.0 Winter Feeder Field Card

Observer: _____________________ Block: ______
DATE

SPECIES

TOTAL # TOTAL TIME

Rhode Island Bird Atlas 2.0 Winter Incidental Observation Form

Observer: ________________________
DATE

BLOCK

SPECIES

TOTAL #

COMMENTS

